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Agenda at a glance:  Warehouse Enterprise

Welcome to Elevate! 
Voice state of the 
union

Join Anton du Preez, CEO of the Robotics, Voice, Mobility and Simulation business, to learn 
about the future for Voice, upcoming plans, and market trends.

K. Motion Supply 
Chain Advantage 
state of the union:  
A look back at 2020 
and look forward 
into 2021

A look back at 2020 in review - company, product, services and support. In this session 
KSC Leadership will review the year from the perspective of the business, new customers, 
new capabilities and new people.

Introduction to 
Körber Supply 
Chain Automation

Körber Supply Chain Automation designs, delivers and services automated systems 
including material handling systems. The CSO gives an overview.

What’s new in 
K.Motion Supply 
Chain Advantage 
and the 2021 
roadmap

Review of new features, functions and technologies added to the SCA product lines in 
2020.

Voice for K.Motion 
Warehouse 
Advantage

Presentation and demonstration of the technology and workflows to enable voice 
directed work activity in WA.

Technology 
for Improving 
warehouse safety

How AMRs, Voice, & Körber contact tracer can help improve safety in distribution 
operations.

Customer Success 
Story: Arizona 
Beverages - A 
new dimension 
of operational 
functionality 
and insight into 
accurate inventory

Join Arizona Beverages as they share a new dimension of operational functionality and 
insight into accurate inventory.
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Customer Success 
Story: AAP  
Pedal to the Metal: 
How Advance Auto 
Parts Accelerated 
Through the 
Pandemic 
and a WMS 
Implementation

As Advance Auto Parts continues to move forward with strategic projects despite the 
pandemic, its Evolution team completely changed its implementation approach to adapt 
to the ever-changing environment. Join Advance Auto Part's Scott Williams and Lane 
Lavrack, as well as enVista’s Amit Kirpalani in an interactive discussion on how AAP is 
using Körber’s WMS solution to rapidly pivot to meet the needs of its customers and 
suppliers. Through this discussion, they will review the changes that were made to the 
implementation approach to continue the transformation of their distribution network 
while adapting to the quickly changing environment and marketplace.

Customer success 
story: evo - 5 steps 
to implementing 
mobile robots in 
your warehouse 

Autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) have demonstrated their value for order fulfillment 
and warehouse applications in recent years. But what steps do you take to implement 
mobile robots in your own operations? In this session, learn how evo, a leading online 
retailer of outdoor gear, determined AMR’s were right for their operations with the help of 
supply chain software leader, Körber. Take a deep dive into what operational challenges 
evo was looking to solve, how they evaluated AMR solutions, and what immediate value 
they have seen since implementation. 

K.Sight CLASS: 
warehousing using 
3D Simulation 

The CLASS Product Team will present and demonstrate how warehouse simulation 
can provide immediate value in running "what-if" scenarios in a "safe"/non-production 
environment.

Customer success 
story: Boot Barn 
adopts WCS

The Boot Barn Team has implemented the KSC WCS solution to support their automated 
DC in KS.  This sessions will cover the lessons learned and value they have derived from 
this project.

Gamification 
and the positive 
impact to drive 
engagement in 
supply chain 

Presentation on how Gamification can have a positive impact on worker engagement 
by rewarding individual tasks, incentivising teams and empowering workers to maximize 
their value.  Ciaran will take you through the features and the roadmap.  

High availability for 
K.Motion Supply 
Chain 

Configure an environment to support high availability, including discussions on what is
supported and what is not supported.
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Streamlining 
Warehouse 
Operations with 
Smart Robots

As the rise in eComm continues to add complexity to logistics operations, industry 
leaders should consider smart robotics solutions that can streamline and bring flexibility 
to warehouse operations.

K.Sight Cost2Serv:  
network design 
and optimization 

A presentation on Cost2Serv a network design and optimization product for the supply 
chain. Humphrey will provide a product overview and share case studies on  locating 
distribution centers and outbases for a frozen food supplier and merging distribution 
networks for a convenience store chain. 

Partner Session: 
Argon and Co - 
How to leverage 
the K.Motion 
Warehouse 
Advantage 
platform to save 
big money in 
operating costs 
and accuracy

The Argon and Co Team has 30+ years of Industrial Engineering experience in DCs.  They 
are applying that experience to the adaptable business processes in WA to improve 
process efficiency and accuracy for clients.

Customer success 
story: SanMar and 
Voice: Enterprise 
roll out of voice-
directed work

Join the SanMar team to learn about their Enterprise roll out of Körber Voice and the 
lessons learned and benefits along the way.

K.Motion 
Warehouse 
Advantage put wall 
demo 

The Product Management team will walk through this new WA feature that simplifies the 
pick out-sort process to a virtual put wall.
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Contact Tracer 
demo and use 
cases for K.Motion 
Warehouse 
Advantage 

The Product Management team will walk through this new WA web configuration that 
provides visibility to system detected "contact" between people, equipment and devices.

Customer success 
story: PartsTown 
Innovation 2020 -  
How Parts Town 
made packing fly

In this session Kenny William will walk the audience through how Parts Town evolved 
their packing process through several iterations to move from "TurboPack" to "FlashPack 
+ Panda" while simplifying the user experience and increasing overall associate 
performance.

Partner session: 
Leveraging visual 
technologies to 
direct the mobile 
workforce 

E2 and Boot Barn look back at the value, options and lessons learned.

Goldbond
warehouse virtual
tour

Körber Supply Chain E3PL Customer Goldbond became the first distribution center in
Israel to deploy AMR's. Take a virtual tour of the operation and hear from the leader of
the project as to how they have become the go-to supplier for eCommerce fulfillment in
Israel.

Customer success 
story: FORHIMS - 
Rapid deployment 
of WA amid a global 
pandemic

Amid the pandemic, we deployed a team across the US and India and helped FORHIMS.
com to go live in 90 days at the DC in Ohio. We kept the install close to the base and then 
built the relationship between the functional expertise of (Lori and her team) and backed 
up with our technical know-how of the WA product to get them live. Common words 
across the video you will hear resonates to Perseverance, Respect, Pride, and keep an eye 
on the ball. Wonderful things happen when you partner with correct people (FORHIMS, 
iWMS, Körber, and CLS), the right tools (WA product), and well thought out simple 
processes. We found that balance of People, Process, and Tools and saw the results 
transpire in front of our eyes.

WCS Roadmap This session will provide the technical and functional roadmap for the KSC Warehouse 
Control System.
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Supply Chain 
Advantage 
technical 
roundtable

SCA technical roundtable - This session is a roundtable discussion with technical power 
users of Supply Chain Advantage to share ideas and best practices for getting the most 
out of their system.

Customer success 
story:  Biagi 
Bros - Keys to 
successfully 
managing a large 
WMS rollout during 
the COVID-19 
pandemic

Biagi Bros - Rolling out 13 SCA sites and leveraging  Inspection, Image and InMotion Sign 
on Glass.

Supply Chain 
Advantage 
customer feedback 
session

Live customer session with the Körber Leadership Team to discuss organizational, 
technical, and functional items as - well as provide feedback on the Elevate 2021 platform, 
flow and sessions.

Creating Code-
First APIs with API 
Designer and C# 

How to use Solution Designer to generate an API containing operations you define, and 
write C# code to implement the operations. Also will show how to run and debug your API 
from Visual Studio Code.

1+1=3: The power of 
combining voice 
and autonomous 
mobile robotics

Within a distribution center (DC), the future lies in flexible automation – technology that 
can adapt over time for changing requirements and needs. This applies to DC automation 
as a whole with voice technology and autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) leading the way 
in terms of scalability and adaptability.
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